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"So I was at a conference--sitting in
the audience of a presentation that
just did not seem to relate to me--and
I found myself daydreaming about..."

"For me, it is a vision of a classroom; it is Hemingway's
clean, well-lighted space, a classroom where students find
a place for reading, for writing, for talking, for thinking out
loud. In that classroom, students are taken seriously, and
being intellectually curious is the norm. In that classroom,
skills are taught--but never to the exclusion of creative
activities and spontaneous discussions....In this classroom,
teachers teach first to students, second for curriculum
mastery, and a distant third for test scores. In this
classroom, all language has a place, all experience is
welcomed. And when students leave this classroom, they
want to come back and continue to read and write and
make language."
--Leila Christenbury, "Who Is The Good Teacher?"

Rationale for Literature
Circles


Promote a love for literature and
positive attitudes toward reading



Reflect a constructivist, child-centered
model of literacy



Encourage extensive and intensive
reading

Rationale for Literature
Circles


Invite natural discussions that lead to
student inquiry and critical thinking



Support diverse response to texts



Foster interaction and collaboration

Rationale for Literature
Circles


•

Provide choice and encourage
responsibility
Expose children to literature from
multiple perspectives
Nurture reflection and self-evaluation

Owens, Sarah. “Treasure in the Attic: Building the Foundation for Literature Circles.”
Literature Circles and Response. Ed. Bonnie Campbell Hill et al. Norwood, MA:
Christopher Gordon Publishers, 1995.

"But literature circles work best simply
as a way to lure my students to read for
pleasure, when the main objective is to
allow students to read freely, joyfully,
and independently.“
--Sandra Okura DaLie, Grant High School, Los
Angeles"Students Becoming Real Readers: Literature
Circles in High School English Classes"

Student Buy-In
Students choose books from list compiled by teacher
--Each book could include a different social issue
--Each book could be connected to same social issue
Invite students to get a taste of the book
--Preview text
--Read reviews
--Participate in PowerPoint overview
*Even though students choose, teacher can have some control by
steering students in a direction because of reading level and/or
dynamics of group

Student Handout- Book Selection
Please review the following books by reading the back cover and/or inside
jacket, skimming the first page, and scanning a random page in the middle of
the book; in addition, it would behoove you to read a provided book review or
two to gain another’s perspective on the books. Choose carefully, and note
that some selections do contain mature language and/or situations. If you
have questions or concerns, please see me.
Create a list in order of your interest in reading the books. 1 is for the book
you are most interested in reading, and 4 is for the book you are least
interested in reading.

Student Handout- Book Selection
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1)

_______________________________________________________________

Why?
2)

_______________________________________________________________

Why?
3)

_______________________________________________________________

Why?
4)
Why?

_______________________________________________________________

Active Reading...For A Purpose

*Bookmarks
--Remind students of elements of literature or
specific skills to focus on while reading
--Question Starters:
*What if...? *Why did...? *How did...?
*What would happen if...? *What caused...?
*What might...? *How would you feel if...?
*What character traits describe___? Explain.
*Why do you think...? *Why is...?
*Annotating the Text
*Post-It Notes

CALENDAR
• Whether to set the reading
assignments for the students
OR

• Give students the ownership of
deciding as a group how far and how
fast

Literature Circles Rotation Schedule
Mon.
Grammar & Vocabulary

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.

ALL

Silent Reading

A

B

C

D

Group Discussion
(Share Log Entries—
Questions, Quotations, and Reactions)

D

A

B

C

Literature Circles Rotation Schedule
Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Written Responses
C
D
(Multi-paragraph responses to most recent reading)

Thurs.

Fri.

A

B

Conferencing with Mr. Borne
B
C
D
A
(Meet as a group to discuss novel and to share written responses—including
one-on-one conferencing with Mr. Borne)

PREPARATION FOR GROUP MEETINGS
by ACTIVELY READING
So that your time with the others who are reading the
same book as you is valuable, prepare ahead of time for
what you want to contribute to the discussions. The best
way to do this is by ACTIVELY READING. Whether
you are reading in class silently every other day or sitting
in a comfy chair enjoying the book while you listen to
Yanni or Enya, ACTIVELY READ—THINK about what
you are reading. HEAR what you are reading. PICTURE
what you are reading. GET INTO YOUR BOOK (just
don’t get stuck inside there when it closes).

To help you ACTIVELY READ, I will provide Post-It Notes each day.
As you read, record your thoughts and feelings as they come to you.





Perhaps you meet a new character and
have a first impression
You see a word you like or do not
recognize
You witness a character do something
unexpected—out of character for
him/her

To help you ACTIVELY READ, I will provide Post-It Notes each day.
As you read, record your thoughts and feelings as they come to you.





You witness a new conflict
You recognize that you are in the
midst of the climax
You can connect to what a character
is going experiencing

To help you ACTIVELY READ, I will provide Post-It Notes each day.
As you read, record your thoughts and feelings as they come to you.





•

You feel the author is sending a
message to you—saying something
about humanity or society
You have a question you want to have
answered when you meet with the
group
You sense some foreshadowing and have a
prediction

Post-Its
• On these Post-Its, write your comments and stick
them into the book where you experienced this
thought or feeling so you can easily reference this
part of the book during your discussion.
• The Post-Its may help you complete your Note
Sheet for Active Reading. Use your bookmark as
well when thinking about what you are reading
and creating questions for the Note Sheet.

NOTE SHEET for ACTIVE READING
Question 1:
Page # that inspired question:______
My thoughts--answer or attempt at an answer:
Significant Quotation 1:
Page #:_______
Why I think this quotation is so significant:
New Word:__________________________________________
Page #:________________
Definition:

JOURNAL INSTRUCTIONS—
POINT OF VIEW
Get into your book by being any one of the characters once in a
while. Attempt to walk in his or her shoes for a bit (pretend they are
the same size). At the end of each reading section, pretend you are a
character in the story and write a letter to another character in the
story, expressing your feelings and emotions about some recent
events in the story. Include these events and how he/she would feel
about and react to these experiences. Make it realistic, as if your
letter could really be inserted into the book at this point. Make the
author jealous that you wrote this—that he/she did not have the
insight to include this.
Use language that your character would use. BE THAT CHARACTER!

JOURNAL INSTRUCTIONS—
POINT OF VIEW
• *Cleverly weave a quotation from this section of the book
into your letter. Place quotation marks around the line(s)
that you lift from the book.
• *You can be a different character in each letter or you can
remain the same character for all letters—that is your
choice.
• *This letter should be one page long, preferable typed. If
you do not type it, be sure to write legibly in black or
dark blue ink.

WRITTEN CONVERSATION
• --from Content Area Writing: Every Teacher’s Guide
(Daniels, Zemelman, Steineke)

• “We can all talk at once and it’s still quiet
in the room.”
• *The written artifact does not disappear
and can be developed further—added onto
with multiple points of view.
• *The conversation can be as short as a
tweet or as long as a developed letter.

WRITTEN CONVERSATIONS
*Students can sit beside one another and exchange
responses or sit apart and “send” exchanges.
*Conversations can extend over a long period of
time and offer opportunity for reflection and
serve as a resource for further
exercises/assessments.
*This can be digital on haiku or other platforms.

Instructions for Note Taker
Meeting Notes for ____________________________ (date)

•

Book: ________________________________________________________

•

Present:_______________________________________________________

•

Absent:_______________________________________________________

Instructions for Note Taker
*What question inspired the deepest discussion during
today’s meeting?
*What conclusions did we as a group come to in regards to
the above question?
*Which quotation inspired the most discussion during
today’s meeting? Include page #.
*Why? What did we have to say about the above quotation?

Instructions for Note Taker
*1

question the group still
has:______________________________________________

*Make a prediction.
*Which new word that was shared today do we agree will be the one we
need to add to our vocabulary? What does this word mean, and how
can we use it in the near future?
***Update the plot diagram on the inside of the folder.

Evaluate Your Lit Circle Group Members
• Consider your partners’ involvement in your literature
circle meetings this past week. Specifically reflect on
what they offered to your group discussions by answering
‘yes’ or ‘no’ to the questions below to help you determine
which value (1-5) you would give them in regards to their
effort this past week.

Evaluate your Lit Circle Group Members
The value you assign them will be averaged with the
values your peers assign, and the averaged value will help
your partners to know, from your perspective, if they are
pulling their weight and contributing appropriately to
your group OR if they are doing a less-than-satisfactory
job and need to improve in some areas so that your entire
group gains more from your meetings.

Evaluate your Lit Circle Group Members

Please be honest and only consider THIS past
week’s efforts. It is also important that you
explain specifically what you appreciate about
each member and what suggestions you have for
each of them to offer more to the meetings.

Evaluate your Lit Circle Group Members
Partner Name:
Did your partner complete the required reading for the meeting so he/she
could contribute to the discussion?
Yes
No
Did your partner contribute 2 open-ended questions to every group
meeting?
Yes
No
Did your partner contribute 2 significant quotations to every group
meeting?
Yes
No
Did your partner contribute 1 “new” word to every group meeting?
Yes
No

Evaluate your Lit Circle Group Members
On a scale of 1-5 (5 being the best), what level of effort and quality has
your partner put forth this week?
1
2
3
4
5
Explain in two sentences why you appreciate having this individual in
your group.
What suggestion do you have for this individual to offer more to your
group? Explain in two sentences.

READING DAY 1 EXIT SLIP

• 1)

What is your first impression of the book? Explain.

• 2)

What do you KNOW so far? Brief Summary.

• 3)

What is your opinion of one of the characters?

4)

What are you most curious about so far? What do you
want to know more about?

Literature Circle Discussion Exit Slip
*What is your opinion of the book so far? Explain why.
*What seems to be the major CONFLICT?
*How do you PREDICT the conflict will be resolved?
*If you could talk to one of the characters, with whom
would you speak, and what would you say? Why would
you say this?

Literature Circles—EXIT SLIP
*Choose two characters in the novel to determine whether each is flat or round.
Explain in a complete sentence for each character, including a specific
example.
*Choose two characters in the novel to determine whether each is static or
dynamic this far. Explain in a complete sentence for each character,
including a specific example.
*Are any conflicts getting closer to getting resolved? What are your
PREDICTIONS?
*Do you think we have reached the climax of the novel yet? If so, what is it?

Writing Prompt 1
A) Consider who you believe to be the protagonist
of the story so far. Explain who this character
is—what kind of person he/she is--using at
least three adjectives. Explain how each
adjective defines this person. Give specific
examples and incidents from the book. If you
have a quotation—BONUS!

Writing Prompt 1
B) Consider who the antagonist may be. Explain
who this character is—what kind of person
he/she is—using at least three adjectives.
Explain how each adjective defines this person.
Give specific examples and incidents from the
book. If you have a quotation—BONUS!

Writing Prompt 1
C) What seems to be the major conflict thus far?
Explain how this is a conflict for the character(s).
How are characters dealing with the issue? How
else could they deal with the issue? How would
you deal with a similar issue?

Writing Prompt 1
D)How can you connect to any of the
characters or the conflict in this story so
far? Try to connect to who you are or an
experience that you have shared.

Writing Prompt 2
A) Considering your protagonist, how has he/she
changed (or at least what he/she has
experienced) since last time you wrote about
him/her in your first response? Explain what
character traits are surfacing to the top with
examples from the story. Explain whether you
consider this character static or dynamic and
why.

Writing Prompt 2
B) Considering your antagonist, how has he/she
changed (or at least what he/she has
experienced) since last time you wrote about
him/her in your first response? Explain what
character traits are surfacing to the top with
examples from the story. Explain whether you
consider this character static or dynamic and
why.

Writing Prompt 2
C) How has/have the conflict(s) developed—
escalated—since last time you wrote? Explain
each conflict and how they have affected the
characters. Also, explain whether each conflict
is external (man vs. man, man vs. society, man
vs. nature) or internal (man vs. self).

Writing Prompt 2
D) Explain how this title may be an
appropriate title for this book. What does
it mean? How is it symbolic? Does it have
a double meaning? Do you have a
suggestion for an alternative title?

Writing Prompt 2
E) Explain what social issue you may see
starting to develop. Consider the conflict
and perhaps an emerging theme as you
attempt to uncover the larger issue.

Writing Prompt 3
A) Now that you are nearing the end of the
novel—or perhaps you have already read
the last page—how is the conflict coming
to a resolution? Overall, what effect has
the conflict had on the protagonist? How
is he/she changed as a result of this
experience?

Writing Prompt 3
B) Why did the author write this book?
What is the point? What does he/she want
to leave you with when you close the
cover?

Writing Prompt 3
C) Consider the societal issue(s) that the book
reflects upon. How do we see these issues in our
real world?
*First consider in your life—your immediate
surroundings (family/home, friends/school, area
in which you live, etc.)
*Consider what you see on television or what you
read—what similar experiences have you
witnessed people having outside of where you
live?

Writing Prompt 3
D) What would you like to see done to help
improve the conditions regarding this issue
in society? How can it be prevented?
What can people do?

Writing Prompt 3
E) What did you learn from reading this
book? Perhaps you learned something
about yourself, about a culture, or about
what to do (or not to do) from reading
about someone else’s experience. Explain
including your overall opinion of the
novel.

Literature Circles Exit Slip
*Consider the major conflicts in the novel you read. List
the conflicts specifically below, label what type they
were, and how they were resolved.
Conflict (explain)

1.
2.
3.

Type (Man vs.___)

Resolution

Literature Circles Exit Slip
*In a sentence, explain what the theme of the story is.
“Hatred” is a topic; “Hatred scars the person who hates
more than it damages the person who is hated” is a theme.
*Predict what you think would happen next in the next
chapter if one existed.
*What connections were you able to make with a
character-- experiences, understandings, etc.?
*Would you recommend your book? Why/why not?
Explain

Book Completion Quiz
1. What is the resolution of the story? Explain.
2. Was the main conflict resolved? Explain how it was or why it
was not.
3. Now that you have come to the end of the book, explain whether
the main character(s) were static or dynamic AND how so.
4. What was the point? Why did the author write this book?
Explain his/her message…why he/she felt the need to tell this
story.

Novel Writing Prompt
You will have the entire period to develop a multi-paragraph essay
demonstrating how a theme is apparent in the novel you have read.
• Thesis: Present this theme to the reader in a sophisticated thesis
statement that includes at least two examples you will use in this
essay. Be sure to include the title of the book.
•

Introduction: After you have presented your thesis, include a brief
preview of your main ideas and examples. Consider briefly
reviewing who the key characters are and their character traits that
lend to this topic, or perhaps explain the conflict of the story if that
leads up to your topic.

Novel Writing Prompt
•
•

Body Paragraphs:
You need at least 2 body paragraphs, each that has its own example from the
novel to support your thesis.

•

Each paragraph will need a topic sentence that presents the main idea of that
particular paragraph.

•

Develop your body paragraphs by thoroughly explaining your example, fully
supporting the point you made in your thesis statement.

•

If you have 3 solid examples, then have 3 body paragraphs.
Quotations are a plus!!!!! Cite them correctly. (last name #).

Novel Writing Prompt
Conclusion:
Wrap up your essay by restating
your thesis statement in other words. Close with
some final thoughts about the topic and perhaps
how it lends to the conclusion of the novel. Try
to end with a clincher—something that really
grabs the reader…a strong final thought that
makes them rub the skin off the chin!

ACTING SKIT
Your mission as a TEAM is to create a skit that highlights
at least 3 major scenes from the book that you are
reading. You will act out these scenes after creating
specific dialogue for each person in your group to take a
role. Write out your scenes as if they are mini plays.
Even though you should use some exact dialogue from
the book, you may add dialogue as long as it
complements the scene and does not change the direction
from the novel’s scene.

ACTING SKIT
• Consider scenes that demonstrate the conflict,
changes in character, climax, and/or
resolution.
• Each group’s skit should be between 6-8 minutes
acted out. Props and costumes are a plus to make
it even more engaging for the audience. You do
not need to memorize your lines, but you need to
be familiar enough with them so the skit flows.

ACTING SKIT
• You will hand in the scripts, and for each scene,
you must write a paragraph that explains why
you chose this particular scene and what role it
plays in the development of the story.
• Even though part of the grade will be a group
grade, you will receive credit for your own
contribution to the writing of the scene and acting
out of the scene.

SCRAPBOOK PROJECT
Create a scrapbook for one of the main characters
that reflects the many events that the character
experiences throughout the story you read. You
can include photos (dress up friends and family
as models!) that show important events in the
character's life, letters, post cards, telegrams, a
family tree, newspaper/magazine clippings,
memorable items, or anything else you can think
of that you might find in a scrapbook. BE
CREATIVE!

SCRAPBOOK PROJECT
• Each person in the group is responsible for
contributing 5 pages with at least one item on
each page. Each item should be neatly affixed to
a sheet of blank computer paper (can be colored
if you prefer).
• Be sure to write a caption for each item
describing what it is and its significance to the
character.
• Include your name on the pages that you created
in the bottom right corner.

SCRAPBOOK PROJECT
• Pages should be bound together as one
scrapbook…stapled, pipe cleaners, etc….
• Create a cover for the scrapbook that matches the
character’s personality and, on the inside, paste
an information sheet identifying the character's
full name, age, address and any other important
information (guess if you don't know!).
• These are due on Friday, December 19th and will
be presented to the class on this day. We are
looking forward to seeing your creations!!!

Literature Circles Reflection
For the past five weeks, we have focused on a more
independent type of study in which you have read a book
that you had a great degree of individual responsibility in
choosing, reading, and discussing with your peers. Please
consider these past five weeks and your experiences in
answering the questions below accurately, honestly, and
specifically. Your feedback will be considered for the
planning and development of second semester’s units.
THANK YOU!

Literature Circles Reflection
What part of this unit did you like most? Explain.
What part of this unit did you like least? Explain.
What is your opinion of the book you read? Would you recommend
it to someone else?
Based on what you have heard while talking to your peers and
listening to the presentations, what are your opinions of the books
that others read in class? Is there a particular book that you would be
interested in now picking up to read?

Literature Circles Reflection
How do you feel about frequently meeting with others
who were reading the same book?
How do you feel about evaluating your peers and being
evaluated by your peers every week? Do you think it is
fair?
How do you feel about evaluating yourself each week?
Did you find this easy or hard to do? Explain.

Literature Circles Reflection
Your assessments during this unit—beyond the self-assessments and
peer-assessments —were mostly the weekly journal/letters in which
you became a character writing to another character about the most
recent events, the acting skits, novel writing prompt, and the final
scrapbook. What are your opinions of these assignments?
What suggestions do you have (other than what we have already done)
for demonstrating your understanding of the book you read and your
growth in analyzing a novel? In other words, if we do this again, what
kinds of assignments would you RATHER do to show that you are
getting it and growing?
What other suggestions do you have for if we do something similar
second semester? Explain so I can strongly consider these.

I-SEARCH
You have spent much time reading a novel and
discussing it with a group of your peers. The novel deals
with at least a couple topics—some perhaps controversial,
some perhaps that you have experienced personally, some
perhaps you do not know much at all about other than
what you read in the book.
Here is your chance to find out on your own more
about a topic of your choice that relates to the book.
Think about why the author wrote this book—consider
the theme, the moral purpose, the societal issue. Discover
more by researching the topic.

I-SEARCH
1. What topics, conflicts, and/or types of
experiences did the characters seem to face
the most?
2. Of those topics, which one are you most
interested in learning about?
3. Create at least 5 questions that you
have you want to have answered.

I-SEARCH
4. Research the topic using reliable websites TRY TO
FIND THE ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS.
That’s why this is called an I-SEARCH!
5. Take notes on the topic, focusing especially on the
answers to your questions. Of course include those facts
that you are most surprised to learn. Remember, the
purpose of this assignment is for you to LEARN about
what YOU are interested in.
6. Prepare a four-paragraph reflection on your findings.

Paragraph 1

--Describes what questions you had.
--Explains why you had these questions.
Was there something specific in the book
that triggered the event? Do you have a
personal experience with the topic?

Paragraph 2
--Explains how you went about answering
your questions.
--Explains what sources were most helpful
in the search, where the most useful and
interesting information was found.

Paragraph 3
--Explains what you learned. Share the
answers to your questions.
--Tell the reader where you found the
answers to your questions.

Paragraph 4
--Explains what conclusions you have come to regarding
the topic.
--EMPHASIZES at least one fact or idea that will most
likely stick with you for years to come.
--Explains how this project may have changed or
impacted you. Will you read more about this? Will you
look for another novel on the topic? Will you pursue a
career that deals with this topic? Do you look at anything
differently now?

First Semester Final Exam Essay:
Letter to the Author
Here is your chance to write a letter to the author
of the novel you read for the literature circle unit.
Use the questions below to guide what you
include in your letter. Use specific details from
the book and write this letter with formal
language, paying attention to proper grammar
and spelling. Develop each paragraph to
demonstrate your understanding of the novel.

First Semester Final Exam Essay:
Letter to the Author

1st Paragraph:
*Tell the author why you selected this book
to read—what drew you to it.
*Tell the author what you most
appreciate/like about the book.

First Semester Final Exam Essay:
Letter to the Author

2nd Paragraph:
*Explain what the major conflict is for the
character(s), citing specific events.
*Explain how the conflict is resolved; if the
conflict is not resolved, explain why and
how the conflict is working towards a
resolution by the end of the book and/or
what is standing in the way of resolution.

First Semester Final Exam Essay:
Letter to the Author

3rd Paragraph:
*Tell the author what you think is the
climax—moment of greatest
tension/emotional impact/suspense—in the
book. Tell the author how you feel about
this part of the book.

First Semester Final Exam Essay:
Letter to the Author
4th Paragraph:
*Tell the author whether the characters remind you
of other people or yourself, how you would have
reacted given the same exact circumstances, and
what character you identify most closely with and
why.
*Also, explain what question you would ask the
main character and why, including how you think
the character would respond.

First Semester Final Exam Essay:
Letter to the Author
5th Paragraph:
*Close the letter by explaining what you think the author
hoped for the reader to come away with as a result of
reading this book. What may the reader learn or better
understand about people, humanity, society—the way the
world works?
*Provide your final evaluation of the novel—how you feel
about it, AND you need to explain specifically why you
feel this way. Provide REASONS. Here is your chance
to give the author a personal comment as a farewell.

A Word about Book Selection

The objective is high student interest!
•Teenreads.com
–Teen recommendations

•Ala.org Young Adult Library Services
Association (YSLSA)
–Award Winning Books

•Oprah Teen Book Club

The objective is high student interest!
•Don’t be afraid of “trendy” popular
books- even if they happen to be
about vampires!
•Don’t underestimate the graphic
novel--they’re not just comic books!
•Don’t spend your entire department
book budget on 300 copies of
something until you’ve had students
read and review the books!

ASK YOUR STUDENTS WHAT
THEY ARE READING!
I have the best conversations with kids
about the books that they are reading!

And time is up!
Feel free to email
with any questions or comments!
Erik Borne eborne@csd99.org
Downers Grove South High School
Joliet Junior College
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